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What’s ProGeDo ?

✓ Large Research Infrastructure- government strategy. As a central
player in national data policy in the human and social sciences

✓ The development of facilities for archiving, documenting data and
making it available, including a system for secured remote access to
confidential data (CASD box)

✓ The participation to the production of large multidisciplinary studies
of national interest and selected by the European infrastructure
roadmap (ESFRI)

✓ The animation of a national dynamics centered around the field of
competence of the infrastructure.



At international level
✓Supports the French parts of European and international surveys

✓Gives access to international database

✓Member of CESSDA and, backed by CNRS, the French representative 
of the consortium



At national level:

✓Organizes the dissemination of
data through INED, CDSP and
ADISP (data provider center)

✓Manages the network of
University Data Platforms



National Archive of Data from Official 
Statistics (ADISP)
✓ A service of the Large Research Infrastructure ProGeDo

✓ Collect and archive data

✓ Document data from Official Statistics (census data, localized data, data 
representative of results at a national level) by the use of professional 
standards for documentation and datasets (DDI standard)

✓ Disseminate data to the scientific community 

✓ Assist and advise users



Documentation processes 

✓Around 1400 references 
• 80 to 100 new reference per year
• 30 to 50 updates

✓DDI 1.2 using Nesstar publisher 



Documentation processes on two levels

Descriptive 
instructions

General description of data : 
✓ abstract
✓ producer
✓ universe, geography
✓ collection date and mode
✓ link to documents

Detailed description of data :
✓ question and investigators instructions

✓ label of variables and modalities
Web page 
creation

Xml file



Publication and dissemination

Nesstar publication allows :

✓ Automatic feed of Adisp website and Adisp
Nesstar platform

✓ Harvest in the social science browser Isidore

✓ Manually feeding the Question Bank (BdQ),
Twitter account, Quetelet-ProGeDo diffusion
command application using the xml notice



Developing a data culture by working
closely with all research actors

University Data Platforms

(UDP)



University Data 
Platforms
(UDP)

Working environment:

✓Supported by public teaching and research
institutions

✓Housed by Maisons des Sciences de 
l’Homme (national network of regional Institutes 
of human sciences)

✓Scientific coordination by the LRI ProGeDo

✓Service provider to :

✓Users involved in research (researchers, 
professors, students, research engineers)

✓Working with quantitative data in 
humanities and social sciences



ADISP and UDPs in the 
data cycle



ADISP and UDPs
in the data life 
cycle

University Data Platforms 
✓ Inform users on the most recent regulations and

practices regarding data production :GDPR, DMP, FAIR
principles

✓ Assist users in creating their DMP
✓ Direct them to the data protection officer and other

necessary correspondents

✓ Data that reaches ADISP once produced will be more
easily documented

✓ ADISP can assist users in finding the right data to use in
their project



ADISP and UDPs
in the data life 
cycle

University Data Platforms
✓ Organise workshops on methods
✓ At times advise individual users on which

methods to use in their research
✓ Assist students and researchers in using

the NESSTAR platform, through collective
workshops or individually

ADISP
✓ Teaches UDP Engineers how to use

Nesstar platform



ADISP and UDPs
in the data life 
cycle

ADISP
✓ Receives the data and the documentation, verifies their

consistency and uses them to create the metadata
✓ Data and metadata are disseminated using the Quetelet-

Progedo-Diffusion application

ADISP
✓ Manages access to the data using this web portal
✓ Supplies access to the metadata, variables and primary

statistics via a NESSTAR webview server

UDPs inform users on where and how they can access the data
they are looking for



ADISP and UDPs
in the data life 
cycle

ADISP
✓Uses DDI standard for archiving and

preserving the data and metadata via
NESSTAR

UDPs
✓ Inform users on the latest requirements in

data preservation and access



ADISP and UDPs
in the data life 
cycle

ADISP

✓ The DDI standard that ADISP uses allows for 
multiple reuse of stored data over time

All the services supplied for the ‘analyzing’ stage 
by both parties are also necessary for re-using 
the data. 



To conclude

A virtuous circle of mutual support

✓ ADISP documents and disseminates the data (while respecting FAIR

principles)

✓ University data platforms (UDPs) inform users on the new regulations

and principles of data production, which helps the latter create reusable

data.

In every stage of the process, university data platforms and ADISP meet and

communicate regularly as we are all part of PROGEDO
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